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1. Introduction
Digital touch-points have become favorite medium for
consumers to explore various brands. Such consumer
behavior experienced through web, mobile play
important role in the growth of business. Companies
who are heading towards optimization of digital
experiences will be well positioned.
Though retail is growing with emerging technologies, yet
it is facing challenges at some extent to offer best
consumer experience. It may be due to few complexities
of inventory or budget constraints. However, it has
become almost mandatory for retailers to walk along
with advancement in technology to offer impeccable
customer experiences and manage supply chains.

More than half of the
14,596 respondents in
Forrester’s Business
Technographic Global
Priorities and Journey
Survey, 2015, said they
are devoting more
resources and budget to
delivering digital
experiences.

This paper outlines the key trends shaping the unique needs and demands of the e-commerce
in retail today. It is essential reading for retailers searching for ways to leverage their ecommerce strategy to deliver compelling experiences for shoppers.

2. Getting Started
To begin with, you need to pen down the steps for bringing digital experience to your
consumers. Your first step should be categorizing your business and defining brand goals. The
objective is to pick up a detailed understanding about your business preferences and
accordingly decide upon the strategy. You should likewise comprehend your client's
requirement and digital behavior, which can be figured out from the pattern of customer's
journey. This pattern would be a guide to define your goals, phases and motivations in each
period of the life cycle. The e-commerce leadership have proven processes discovered and
documented, so it is best to involve them as a partners.
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3. Connecting with shoppers
As a retailer, you’re in the middle of a technological advancement that is revolutionizing the
process of selling products. The recent retailing model includes ability to shop online and instore often with the assistance of a smart device which is largely based on wireless technology.
It is important for retailers to understand that connecting with mobile shoppers is essential but
this is not an end. What other things should be taken into consideration:
 Ability to help collect and analyze customer information to assist retailers in proactively
personalizing the sales experience.
 The backbone of this advanced technology is an efficient network. Retail networks need
to be complemented with forward-looking enhancements that result in a more
adaptable, reliable and flexible wireless system.
 With the rapid pace of technology change and the increased number of requests from
business customers, technology professionals in the retail industry often struggle to
identify which solutions are needed to prepare for the next three to five years.
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4. Raising the opportunity for mobile access
A college student moves out to shop for a new apparel at a physical store. She explores number
of things and gets confused to pick the final one. Therefore, she decides to take opinion of her
friend. She uses her smartphone to take photos of herself in different outfits and send to her
friends. However, she is not able to send it as the store is located in a section that doesn’t have
good cellular coverage. With great disappointed, she eventually leaves the store without making
a purchase.
Retailers are not only losing their customers but more than that when they can’t get a
connection in the store. The danger level is quite high of losing loyal shoppers. In today’s
connected world, it’s difficult to deliver an exciting, satisfying shopping experience without
internet access. However, delivering that internet access is quite challenging.
4.1. Connecting Gaps
When customers want to use in-store applications, surveys reveal that almost 40% of the time
they can’t due to poor connectivity. There are also significant coverage holes in up to 90% of
certain popular store formats. Why the numbers are so high?
 Cellular coverage has some inherent indoor limitations.
 Ubiquitous coverage can be difficult to provide in certain store formats - such as big-box
and grocery stores - and locations such as malls.
 It’s not surprising to find coverage in less than half of the store spaces.
If a retailer promises reliable access and doesn’t deliver, a potential positive customer
experience instantly turns negative.
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4.2. WI-FI Zone
Ensuring that connected shoppers have store
wide network access is fundamental to
multichannel retailing success. How are
retailers addressing their connectivity
challenges? Guest Wi-Fi has emerged as a
preferred solution.
An increasing number of retailers are using
their own private Wi-Fi networks as coverage
problems continue to curse many store floors.
Shoppers as well as associates can access
reliable storewide Wi-Fi.

56% of retailers
will provide guest
Wi-Fi by 2017

Customer connectivity empowers you to
make maximum use of the growing number
of applications and technologies which
includes locationing, real-time couponing,
mobile checkout and social media
interaction.

5. Building Personalized Experience for Customers
Imagine a world where every promotional offers, emails, stores, mobiles and website visited was
personalized just for you. This might seem like an unreachable goal, but this is the future of the
customer experience and it’s what customers are already starting to expect.
Brands are driving the new wave in defining the next generation of customer experience with ecommerce personalization and personalized touch points both in store and online. These
organizations are consolidating retail fundamentals like upgrading client collaborations over
mobile devices, building brand dedication and creating unique customer experiences as a major
aspect of a tweaked adventure to increase engagement and drive sales.
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5.1. Customer's Voice
Marketers are making a move ahead while delivering communications to customers on the basis
of real time preferences, interests, behavior and customer data. The technology that supports
this highly personalized marketing is not only here, it’s extensive.
Marketers used to apply large scale categories at broader level to create customer segments for
various campaigns. Now, the explosive growth of customer interaction data from a myriad of
channels, sophisticated analytic, and a healthy dose of creativity have converged to make
advanced personalized marketing a reality.
One way to capture the voice of your customers is by talking to them directly to find out what
they are looking for and determining how your brand can offer assistance. Think of this as
predictive intelligence a way to predict customer interests and needs based on real-time
intelligence.
5.2. Optimized Customer Journey
Based on observation and conversation with customers, brands can compile customer profiles
with unique identifiers that can guide content, offers, interactions, and recommendations
across every department of the brand, giving each individual customer a unique journey.
Each profile becomes richer from every interaction the customer has with the brand, adding as
it learns each customer’s wants, needs, and preferences. Optimizing the customer journey will
ensure that customers think of your brand for all their needs.
Here are just a few ideas to add to your brand’s customer journey strategy:
 Send an abandoned cart message. Create a remarketing message to encourage
customers to return to your site to purchase the items they left in their cart.
 Recommend products on your website. Before and after a purchase, recommend similar
or complementary products based on customer selections while on site.
 Emulate a conversation with a product expert.
 Ask a set of questions that reveal valuable insights for future marketing and immediate
use in the form of personalized recommendations.
 Send transactional emails. Use email marketing solutions to thank customers for
purchasing and include personalized product recommendations based on their
transaction.
Brands that focus on SMS marketing solutions, building brand loyalty by giving each customer a
voice, and creating unique customer experiences as part of a customized journey will win over
customer’s every time. These companies represent the near future of the customer experience
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one that customers are already starting to seek out and expect. This combined approach of
predictive intelligence and customized customer journeys will increase engagement and drive
sales, making brands industry leaders.

6. Emergence of Locationing
A book store’s network detects a customer’s smartphone and notifies the store that the
customer is in the shopping mall parking lot. Does he plan to visit the store? The information in
the system shows that the person regularly purchases fiction novels. The store can send a
message telling him that the new fiction book is in stock, and offer a 10% off coupon if he visits
the store today. The customer gets impressed by the store’s offer and gets driven to visit and the
store makes a sale sooner than it might have otherwise
Location, location, location. This old real estate adage has become one of the fundamental
principles of multichannel wireless retailing. Where the customer is located at any given time
inside or outside your store matters.
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Where are your customers? In most retail stores, you don’t know who is in your store until they
have completed their shopping and are at the register. Even more concerning is the fact that all
too often you may never know a customer came to your store and departed because they failed
to find what they were looking for. The question is: How do you know when your customers are
in, or even near, your premises?

6.1. Presence and locationing

47% of retailers
wish they could
receive an alert
when a loyal
customer was
walking through
the door

Location functionality starts with sophisticated presence
services that help you detect your customers as they near or
enter your store. This knowledge allows you to create rules
based push programs – welcome messages, daily or hourly
specials, coupons based on the customers shopping histories
and trends that activate as soon as you’re aware of their
presence. Inside the store, you can define zones to detect
customers in specific areas and use marketing logic to provide
location-based offers. If you know a customer has just entered
the electronics department, for example, you can instantly send
a message promoting a special deal, such as a buy one get one
free DVD offer. If you detect a customer browsing women’s
suits, you can immediately send a knowledgeable associate to
greet her and assist her in making the best selection. Results
include more satisfied customers and increased per customer
revenue.

6.2. Strategic location analysis
Your locationing data can also help you strategically. Location analytics can provide detailed
statistics about customer activity: identifying repeat customers, tracking per store visit time,
showing total customers in the store, providing demographic customer profiles. Analytics also
help you identify and understand customer traffic flow and congestion points, helping you
analyze overall patterns to reorganize store layouts, modify planograms and refine your
customer engagement processes.
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Thank You!

Verve Systems believes in delivering
quality solutions in an integrated
manner. Our solutions are meant to
meet the entire array of your
business needs. This helps your
business to realize and unlock the
potential in its entirety without any
caveats.
We understand your business better
by analyzing the inter-related
processes governing the entire
spectrum of your operation.
Visit: www.vervesys.com
Verve Systems Pvt. Ltd.
904, Venus Atlantis,
Prahlad Nagar,
Ahmedabad-380 015, India
Email: sales@vervesys.com
Tel (India): +91 79 4000 7881
Tel (USA): +1 732 226 0948
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